
HOW TO PERM YOUR HAIR

How to Perm Your Hair. A permanent wave, also known as a perm, is a chemical hair treatment that can be used to add
curl and body to your hair. Every perm.

This is definitely a more tousled natural look. If a flat iron is too hot, you could risk frying your perm. A great
cut can really bring your curls or waves to the next level. Beach Wave Perm Current hair trends are leaving
people lusting after loose wave perms that are more organic beachy waves. Use hydrating shampoos and
conditioners formulated for curly or permed hair, and condition regularly. Just me? The roots drop on the head
and then they just have the wave at the ends. It is recommended that you use sulfate free shampoos to maintain
your locks. So what should one consider when getting a perm? The neutralizer is washed out of your hair and
you are advised to not apply any heat, shampoos, or other hair products to your hair for the next couple of
days. An added bonus of using Olaplex in a traditional perm solution is that there is no 48 hour waiting period.
How To Perm Hair? These pictures usually illustrate someone who has used a wand to create a perfect tousled
beachy look. Flexible foam perm rods are used to wrap this type of beach wave perm and can be used to add
natural looking waves, add volume and style support, or a tousled look. And if you are one of those people
who has straight hair and has always envied the dynamic energy that curly hair exudes, a perm is exactly what
you need to go for. You, technically, can perm your hair at home, but I would recommend you go to a
professional to save you the effort and from dabbling with all those intimidating chemicals. Cole suggests
products that promote flexibility, hydration, and elasticity. Hair by:Charbonet Hightower IG : charbonet By
receiving a perm, you can add a little texture and movement to your hair to support your blowout. That can
last from six months to eight months. Traditionally, a stylist will wrap hair in rods before putting perm lotion
on to set the curl. The difference between a digital perm and a traditional perm is that the digital perm uses
heat from within the rods to process. The perming lotion will differ depending on the kind of perm you are
getting â€” acid, alkaline or exothermic perm. You can use a variety of products to help achieve your desired
look.


